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friends, family and full bellies...™how it became...
our story on

ciao!
welcome to amici 30A Italian Kitchen and welcome 
to our story of how amici 30A came to be.

george and amy met at the age of 16 in windsor, 
ontario, canada. amy is from michigan and george 
from canada.  george was raised in the hospitality 
industry and continued along that path for the next 
20+ years working in the gaming and resort busi-
ness. his career took him and their four kids, jordin, 
nathan, alyssa, and gillian (lily) on an ever changing 
road that led to many relocations and making new 
friends in many di!erent states.

george is a food guy, his kids call him a foodie and 
if you are out to eat with george you will not leave 
hungry. amici 30A Italian Kitchen was born out of 
his love for food and his dream to build something 
with and for his family. jordin, the oldest, graduated 
from college in may of 2016 and was interested in 
doing something entrepreneurial with his dad and 
so our path altered once more. nathan, alyssa, and 
lily were on board for this new journey and from 
there amici 30A was born.

the name amici, italian for friends, was born out of 
our life experience and living away from home and 
our families. 

the friends we made along our lifes journey 
became our family away from home. these friends 
sustained us, loved us, built us up, and shared 
some of lifes most precious moments. to all those 
friends, amici 30A Italian Kitchen pays homage to 
all of them.

we have all contributed and added our special 
touch to make you feel at home. so when you are 
not seeing jordin and nathan on the course, alyssa 
somewhere helping those in need, lily singing on 
stage somewhere, or george and amy walking on 
the beach...know you can find us at amici 30A.

we are thrilled to welcome you in to amici 30A 
Italian Kitchen and want to thank you for dining 
with us and sharing your special moments with us.  
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